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Structure-preserving signatures (SPS) are pai-
ring-based signatures that have proven to be an 
invaluable building block for privacy-preserving 
cryptographic primitives. This talk focuses on 
two variants of SPS. Firstly, we will take a look at 
SPS on equivalence classes (SPS-EQ). Instead of 
signing messages being vectors of group ele-
ments, SPS-EQ sign equivalence classes of the 
message space. We will look into natural appli-
cations of this concept, yielding conceptually no-
vel and attractive variants of primitives such as 
blind signatures or compact anonymous creden-
tials. Secondly, we will look at Threshold SPS. 
Those are threshold signatures satisfying the 
constraints imposed by SPS. They allow multiple 
parties to jointly sign a message, resulting in a 
standard, single-party SPS signature, and can 
thus be used as a replacement for applications 
based on SPS. The talk will be concluded by a 
discussion of open research questions. The 
work presented in this talk is based on joint 
work with a set of incredible co-authors. 
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